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all evidence suggests that the fastest speed ever recorded was mika vähämäki's in 1961 when he
achieved a top speed of 882 km/h (544 mph) in a modern f1 porsche 911 gt3 rs after a three-day

testing session with fellow drivers. the record has since been equalled by jim russell's mclaren m8l in
1963, which reached a speed of 894 km/h (567 mph). his car was the first to carry large spoilers,
which angled upwards from the cockpit sides, improving grip in corners to improve overtaking by

quicker drivers. the field of eight (not including russell) drivers, had each driver running the same set-
up of the mclaren m8l car. the final lap was contested at up to 580 km/h (360 mph). in 1983, lotus
driver john nielsen covered the same distance in 1:01.58. larissa minna is one of the few drivers to

share her achievements on the hillclimb, having been a part of the ural motor sports club teams that
dominated the competition for several years in the early 2000's. in 2002, larissa finished third in the
hill climb in pobeda sedintsi in the car that she'd recently won the championship with. in 2004, she

was second at the championship in the mk lada, a car she also used at the 2005 championship (13th
place), and 2006 championship (18th place). her best place was 8th place at the 2012 championship
with the mk lada 2.3t, with larissa driving for the team "lyulin". since 2008, larissa has competed in
the sport's nations championships. larissa is now driven to all her competitions by the mk lada 2.3t
with the team "larivit" as her sponsor. the walther p38 has been the dominant pistol among german
combat arms since the mid-1930s. it is credited for having prevented the early blitzkrieg tactics and

early armored warfare tactics of nazi germany.
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when using an optic such as a zoom sight, laser sight or any other zoom sight, the maximum zoom
level of the optic can be changed by rotating the control stick in the direction of the side to which the
weapon has been mounted. the minimum zoom level can be adjusted by pressing the default zoom

out key x or any other key mapped specifically for this function on a keyboard, mouse or
joystick/throttle controller. if you are using x-ray mode on a vehicle, the zoom settings of the sniper
scope can be changed from the default settings. this can be done by pressing the default zoom in

key z or any other key mapped specifically for this function on a keyboard, mouse or joystick/throttle
controller. when operating the gunner scope (typically activated by using sniper aim via pressing
shift button), objects are initially seen with the scope set to the minimum zoom setting. to toggle
between the minimum and maximum zoom settings, this can be achieved utilising the scrolling

mouse wheel, pressing the default zoom in key z or through any other key mapped specifically for
this function on a keyboard, mouse or joystick/throttle controller. i think that it is necessary to zoom
in an airplane in order to see the lines of the fuselage and the wings. currently, the most widely used
zoom method is the default zoom, or the autozoom, which attempts to use the zoom level that works
best for you. in reality, this is not necessarily the best value for a particular plane, due to the size of

the plane. however, this can be changed by the user. war thunder has a common problem of
noticeable drop in quality on mobile devices and on lower screen resolutions on the pc. we are
working hard to fix this issue, but there are several things that have to be done before we can

consider making a new release. 5ec8ef588b
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